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African Parks
African Parks is a non-profit conservation
organisation that takes on the total responsibility
for the rehabilitation and long-term management
of national parks in partnership with governments
and local communities. By adopting a business
approach to conservation, supported by donor
funding, we aim to rehabilitate each park making
them ecologically, socially and financially
sustainable in the long-term.
Founded in 2000, African Parks currently has 15 parks under
management in nine countries – Benin, Central African
Republic, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, the
Republic of Congo, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda and Zambia.
More than 10.5 million hectares are under our protection. We
also maintain a strong focus on economic development and
poverty alleviation in neighbouring communities, ensuring that
they benefit from the park’s existence. Our goal is to manage
20 parks by 2020, and because of the geographic spread and
representation of different ecosystems, this will be the largest
and the most ecologically diverse portfolio of parks under
management by any one organisation across Africa.

Black lechwe in Bangweulu Wetlands in Zambia © Lorenz Fischer

The Challenge
The world’s wild and functioning ecosystems are fundamental to the survival of both people and wildlife.
We are in the midst of a global conservation crisis resulting in the catastrophic loss of wildlife and wild
places. Protected areas are facing a critical period where the number of well-managed parks is fast
declining, and many are simply ‘paper parks’ – they exist on maps but in reality have disappeared.

The driving forces of this conservation crisis is the human demand for:

1. High-value commodities

3. Demand for energy

2. Protein

4. Land

Elephants, rhinos and now even lions are being killed across
their range by increasingly militarised poaching networks,
driven by the $20 billion a year illegal wildlife trade.

The demand for protein in the form of bushmeat and fisheries
is escalating as the human population increases. Where there
is an absence of either formal law enforcement or strong
traditional sanctions against extraction, large areas of Africa
are being emptied of wildlife and other natural resources.

Energy requirements are a basic human necessity, the demand
for it in the form of firewood and charcoal is a critical challenge
and causes significant habitat and species loss.

Conversion of land for human development and agriculture
is resulting in an unprecedented rate of habitat loss and
fragmentation. Once habitats have been destroyed it is near
impossible to return them to their natural state due.

Cover image: An elephant in Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Congo © Scott Ramsey | Love Wild Africa
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Our Current Footprint
Across Africa
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African Parks currently has
15 parks under management
in nine countries, spanning
10.5 million hectares. Our goal
is to manage 20 parks by 2020,
protecting one of the largest
and the most ecologically
diverse portfolio of parks
under management by any
one organisation across Africa.
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Our Model
African Parks pioneered the concept of PublicPrivate Partnerships (PPPs) in protected area
management. Central to the concept of a PPP is
a separation of responsibilities between the State
and African Parks. The State is the owner of the
park and is responsible for legislation and policy.
African Parks is responsible for the execution of
management functions and is accountable to the
State for performance.
This is achieved through long-term agreements with
governments to take total responsibility for management.
We establish a board-based governance structure, strict
financial management, and rolling five-year business plans.
Revenue is optimised and reinvested in the park, reducing
donor dependency over time.
We require that the following three core principles are met
before committing to a protected area:

Rangers in Garamba National Park in the DRC © Marcus Westberg

1. Mandate: This is the long-term contractual agreement
(20 years or more) with the government, which grants
us total management and operational responsibility for
the national park to counter all threats and manage all
revenues.

2. Money: We put in place critical funding solutions

required to effectively manage a park. Managing a single
park will typically cost between US$1M and US$3M
per annum depending on scale and complexity. This is
alongside park revenue generated from tourism or other
associated enterprises.

3. Management: Good governance is critical. Each
park is established as a separate legal entity registered in
the host country, with a Board of Directors representing
partner institutions, key stakeholders, and African Parks
is responsible for the management team, developing the
business plan and determining the budget. All operations
are conducted in accordance with African Parks’ standard
operating procedures.
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The Five Key Pillars
of Our Impact
Work Defined

With the mandate, money and management in place, African Parks implements the following five
pillars in order to achieve long-term protected area sustainability.
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ensure healthy watersheds, clean air, carbon sequestration,
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5. Management and Infrastructure

The Five Key Pillars, Actions and Outcomes of Our Work

To enable effective park management, core infrastructure
is required, including park headquarters, housing, road
infrastructure, telecommunications and fencing (where required).

Outcomes

•
•
•
•

Community
Development

•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of community institutions
Local representation on AP Boards
Educational support and interventions
Park visits
Commercial enterprise development

• Community support for
conservation
• Increased incentives to conserve
• Improved levels of education

Tourism &
Enterprise

•
•
•
•

Tourism enterprises
Commercial harvesting
Local sourcing of goods and services
Active partnerships

•
•
•
•

Management &
Infrastructure

•
•
•
•
•

Applied technology
Communications infrastructure
Park infrastructure and fencing
Training and capacity building
Board meetings, auditing and
reporting

• Enabling effective park
management
• Reduced human-wildlife conflict
• Improved human capacity
• Improved governance
• Ongoing donor support

Increased wildlife populations
Species representation
Land-use planning
Improved scientific knowledge

Contribution to national fiscus
Increased levels of employment
Park revenue generated
Enhanced impacts through the
multiplier effects

The ultimate goal of our work is to achieve the long-term sustainability of national
parks and protected areas under management. As illustrated in the following
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Our Track Record
Some of our key achievements since inception include:
•

African Parks manages 15 parks covering 10.5 million hectares, representing seven of the continent’s 11 ecological biomes.
This is the largest and most ecologically diverse area in Africa under conservation management for any one NGO in Africa.

•

We have established the largest counter-poaching force for a conservation organisation in Africa, with close to 1,000 rangers
and growing. Our rangers are often the only stabilising force in some of the most remote and underserved areas in Africa.

•

The restoration of Majete Wildlife Reserve in Malawi, transforming it from a park once devoid of wildlife, income and staff
to a park now with the ‘Big Five’ status, employing more than 400 people and generating over U$550,000 in tourist revenue
in 2017. To date, Majete has not lost one rhino or elephant to poaching; and was one of the sources in the historical 500
elephant translocation, whereby 520 elephants and 2,000 game animals were translocated from Majete and Liwonde to
Nkhotakota.

•

In Chinko in the Central African Republic, a core protection zone of 10,500 km2 has been completely cleared of threats
(mainly armed herders and livestock), creating a safe harbour for wildlife and increased stability for communities. In 2017 a
humanitarian crisis occurred when over 300 Internally Displaced People (IDPs), mainly women and children, fled to the park
for protection and remained for over a year, having been voluntarily relocated back to their homes in 2018.

•

Successful law enforcement efforts in Zakouma National Park, Chad, have enabled the elephant population to increase
for the first time in over a decade with 527 individuals confirmed in 2017. We have built ‘Elephant Schools’ for local
communities, helping more than 1,500 children get an education, and have employed over 160 people making Zakouma
one of the largest employers in the region. In 2018, African Parks reintroduced the first six of 20 black rhinoceroses after
almost half a century of their absence.

•

In just seven years since African Parks assumed management, Akagera National Park in Rwanda has become ecologically,
socially and economically sustainable. In 2015, lions were reintroduced to the park after being poached out in the 1990’s,
and the population has since tripled. In 2017, 18 Eastern black rhinoceroses were successfully reintroduced, granting the
park its ‘Big 5’ status. As a result of flourishing wildlife populations, tourism in Akagera has increased by 550% since 2010
and in 2017 more than 37,000 tourists visited the park, half of whom were Rwandan nationals, generating a record of
US$1.6 million in revenue that goes back to the park and local communities.

•

In Garamba National Park, often referred to as ground zero in the elephant poaching wars, our 2016 revamped law
enforcement strategy has resulted in a 50% reduction in elephant poaching in 2017 and key wildlife populations are on the
rise. In 2017, 39 elephants were collared in one of the largest elephant collaring exercises in Africa.

Thousands of community members depend on the parks for their own livelihoods in Bangweulu Wetlands, Zambia © Mana Meadows
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Funding Partners
Our conservation impact would not be possible without the funding support we receive from our donors. We are deeply
grateful for their support in addition to a number of individual and anonymous donors. Our strategic partners provide
multi-year support of over US$500,000 per year and include Adessium Foundation, Howard G. Buffett Foundation,
Stichting Dioraphte, Dutch Postcode Lottery, European Union, Fentener van Vlissingen Family, Fondation Segré, People’s
Postcode Lottery, United States Agency for International Development (USAID), U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS), The
Walton Family Foundation, The Wildcat Foundation, WWF-The Netherlands and The Wyss Foundation.

Get Involved
African Parks is a non-governmental conservation organisation that relies on the generous donations of
individuals, foundations, governments and institutions. To sustain these parks and achieve our goal of 20 parks
by 2020, we need your support. Tax-deductible donations can be made online or through our charitable entities
in the USA and The Netherlands; and thanks to our endowment and the generosity of our Boards, funding is
directed to where it is needed the most – the critical work on the ground.
If you would like to learn more about how to get involved, please contact:
Stephanie Sluka Brauer
Director of Fundraising
stephanieb@africanparks.org

Sophie Vossenaar
Fundraising Director, Europe
sophiev@africanparks.org

Tineke Floor
Fundraising Director, Europe
tinekef@africanparks.org

Toni Condon
Executive Director, USA
tonic@africanparks.org

Or email fundraising@africanparks.org
If you would like to give a gift online please visit african-parks.org/donate

Western Lowland Gorilla in Odzala-Kokoua National Park, Congo © Marcus Westburg
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